












dishwashers, were held by male household heads, compared to 
almost a quarter of the female heads who were service workers. 
Private household workers (maids, cooks, and babysitters) ac
counted for less than one percent of the employed women heads; 
no male heads were in this category. 

The women who head families in our study are clearly at 
a disadvantage relative to the men when it comes to income. 
When women do enter the labor force, they are at another dis
advantage as far as types of jobs that are open to them. This 
evidence of disadvantages and discrimination for female heads 
and women workers in general is supported by recent findings of 
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The Commission, which 
often uses data from the family economics study, reported that 
more than half of all full-time, employed Hispanic women, 43 
percent of black women, and 37 percent of white women earned 
less than $10,000 in 1980. Also, the Census Bureau found that 
in 1981 women workers were extraordinarily over-represented in 
clerical occupations. While women made up 43 percent of the 
total U.S. labor force that year, they represented 80 percent of 
clerical, 96 percent of private household, and 59 percent of other 
service occupations. 

THE HACKERS 

After the movie "War Games" and the many recent stories 
about computer-whiz types who discover how to break into se
cret official data files, we thought that we should tell you how 
we protect your privacy against such computer bandits. 

Your names and addresses are stored on a computer tape 
which is used when we print address labels, update addresses, 
and issue checks. It also keeps track of the dates when you were 
paid for interviews and postcards. Only three people on our 
staff are authorized to use the tape, and they have elaborate 
cloak and dagger procedures requiring uncommon pass words 
and secret numbers for gaining access to it. The pass words are 
very fanciful and changed often. "Social Security" numbers are 
not real Social Security numbers but rather nine-digit numbers 
that are changed frequently. AB an added precaution, no one 
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is allowed access to these files after regular working hours, the 
time when most hackers are working. 

We tried an experiment to see what would happen if an 
unauthorized person somehow stumbled onto the pass word. 
( Computer bandits are supposed to have lists of likely pass words 
to try). An authorized staff member ( one of the three mentioned 
earlier) signed onto the computer and then turned it over to 
an unauthorized staff member. Below is a printed conversation 
which took place between the computer and the unauthorized 
person (called U.P. in the following computer conversation): 

Computer: WHAT IS YOUR LAST NAME? 

U.P. : Doe 

Computer: WHAT IS YOUR FIRST NAME? 

U.P. : Jane 

Computer: WHAT IS YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUM
BER? 

U.P. : ###-##-#### 

Computer: I DO NOT RECOGNIZE YOU. TRY AGAIN. 

So, U.P. types in last name, first name, and "social security" 
number one more time. Then the computer prints out: 

***** UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS *****

***** UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS *****

***** UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS *****

REMAIN SEATED UNTIL SECURITY PERSONNEL AR
RIVES 

Although security personnel are not really alerted, you can 
see that the computer will absolutely refuse to cooperate with 
someone who can't answer all of the questions correctly. The 
computer keeps a record of attempts to gain access and reports 
them the next time an authorized person uses the computer. 
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